The NEP data for HEB fall very close to each other so the symbols overlap.
barrier for the energy leakage of the electrons energy from the detector. The bias and rf currents will flow freely through the structure, whereas the outdiffusion of hot electrons with energies e < A will be blocked by the Andreev reflection. A similar design for the contacts was proposed for a normalinsulator-superconductor (N'IS) HEB sensor [3] . We prefer to use a superconducting TES because of its higher responsivity, and lack of undesirable shot-noise effects. The TES plays the role of both absorber and temperature sensor, and in the vicinity of the superconducting transition, the bolometer is in a mixed state and represents a simple resistive load for incoming radiation.
As in the case of a conventional bolometer, the sensitivity limit of a HEB detector is given by thermodynamic fluctuations and the corresponding NEP is:
II. DEVICE CONCEPT
The hot-electron bolometer may be viewed as the limiting case of a conventional bolometer when the thermal conductance due to the electron-phonon coupling is much smaller than those for the phonon escape from the film to the substrate and for the heat transfer between the substrate and the environment. At subkelvin temperatures this is especially easily to achieve if the device is fabricated on a highlythermal-conductive bulk substrate. For 10-30 nm thick films, the phonon escape time is < 1 ns and the electron-phonon relaxation is the slowest process which governs the energy relaxation.
A practical implementation of the hot-electron mechanism at subkelvin temperatures requires special design of the contact areas (Fig. l) 
